
* The new scheme applies to states with 
manifestly exotic flavor quantum numbers 
(also including ,  and possibly   as 
pseudo “flavor quantum numbers”).

* The current naming scheme for mesons 
and baryons with non-exotic flavor quantum
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* For exotic mesons:  the scheme for   
states containing  or  is replaced and 
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* For exotic baryons:  there currently is no
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Revised August 2021 by V.D. Burkert (Je�erson Lab), C. Hanhart (Jülich), R.E. Mitchell (Indiana
U.), C. Patrignani (Bologna U.), U. Thoma (Bonn U.), L. Tiator (KPH, JGU Mainz) and R.L.
Workman (George Washington U.).

In the 1986 edition [1], the Particle Data Group extended and systematized the naming scheme
for mesons and baryons. The extensions were necessary in order to name the new particles con-
taining c or b quarks that were rapidly being discovered. With the discoveries of particles that are
candidates for states with more complicated structures than just qq or qqq, it is necessary to extend
the naming scheme again.

8.1 “Neutral-flavor” mesons

The naming of mesons is based on their quantum numbers. Although wherever possible we
use names established within the naive quark model, the name does not necessarily designate a
(predominantly) qq state. In other words, the name provides information on the quantum numbers
of a given state and not about its dominant component, which might well be qq (if allowed) or
tetraquark, molecule, etc. In many cases, exotic states will be di�cult to distinguish from qq states
and will likely mix with them, and we make no attempt to, e.g., distinguish those that are “mostly
gluonium” from those that are “mostly qq.”

Table 8.1: Symbols for mesons with strangeness and heavy-flavor quan-
tum numbers equal to zero. States that do not (yet?) appear in the RPP
are listed in parentheses.

JP C =
I 0≠+ 1+≠ 1≠≠ 0++

2≠+ 3+≠ 2≠≠ 1++

...
...

...
...

Minimal quark content
ud̄, uū ≠ dd̄, dū (I = 1) fi b fl a
dd̄ + uū and/or ss̄ (I = 0) ÷,÷Õ h,hÕ Ê,„ f ,f Õ

cc̄ ÷c hc Âú ‰c

bb̄ ÷b hb Ã ‰b

I = 1 with cc̄ ( c) Zc Rc (Wc)
I = 1/2 with scc̄ ( cs) Zcs (Rcs) (Wcs)
I = 1 with bb̄ ( b) Zb (Rb) (Wb)
I = 1/2 with sbb̄ ( bs) (Zbs) (Rbs) (Wbs)

úThe J/Â remains the J/Â.

Table 8.1 shows the names for mesons having strangeness and all heavy-flavor quantum numbers
equal to zero. The rows of Table 8.1 give the minimal qq content. The columns give the possible
parity/charge-conjugation states,

PC = ≠+, +≠, ≠≠, and ++ .
Within the naive quark model, these combinations correspond one-to-one to the angular-momentum
state 2S+1LJ of the qq system being

1(L even)J , 1(L odd)J , 3(L even)J , or 3(L odd)J ,

R.L. Workman et al. (Particle Data Group), to be published (2022)
1st June, 2022 9:34am
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The LHCb Naming Convention (the essentials)

becomes
Zcs(4000)+ → K+J/ψ

Tθ
ψs1(4000)+

PN
ψ (4312)+JP

becomes
Pc(4312)+ → pJ/ψ

becomes
Zc(3900)+ → π+J/ψ

Tb
ψ1(3900)+

Examples:

case i:  T states with zero S, C,  and B

case ii:  T states with nonzero S, C, or B

case iii:  P states

(1) Use T for states with a minimum of 4 quarks ( );
      use P for states with a minimum of 5 quarks ( ).

(2) Use subscripts to indicate the , , and  quark content,
      abbreviating  with ,   with ,  and  with . 

 (3) Use superscripts for:
         case i:  isospin, parity, and G-parity
         case ii: isospin, parity
         case iii: isospin

(4) For cases i and ii, the spin  is a subscript;
      for case iii, the  appears last.

(5) The mass is in parentheses and the electric charge
      is a superscript after the mass.

qqq̄q̄
qqqqq̄

s c b
ss̄ ϕ cc̄ ψ bb̄ Υ

J
JP

Table 4: Superscripts added to indicate isospin, and (where appropriate) parity and G-parity in
the exotic hadron naming scheme.

T states T states P states

zero net S, C, B non-zero net S, C, B

(P,G) I = 0 I = 1

(�,�) ! ⇡

(�,+) ⌘ ⇢

(+,+) f b

(+,�) h a

(P ) I = 0 I = 1
2 I = 1

(�) ⌘ ⌧ ⇡

(+) f ✓ a

I = 0 I = 1
2 I = 1 I = 3

2

⇤ N ⌃ �

only be applied where the ss̄ content is clear. It must be stressed that this reuse of
the symbols for vector mesons conveys information only about the quark content,
not about their arrangement or other quantum numbers.

6. Subscripts b, c and s are added to denote open flavour quantum numbers. These
should be in order of mass, where more than one is needed, and can be repeated
if necessary. They indicate the quark content, rather than the flavour quantum
number. If only one such symbol is needed, it should always be that of the quark (b,
c, s) rather than the antiquark (b̄, c̄, s̄). If more than one is needed, the symbols can
be those of quark or antiquark but the first should always be a quark. If subscripts
are needed to indicate both hidden and open flavour, the symbols for hidden flavour
should appear first.

7. For T states an additional subscript should be added to indicate the spin J , while
for P states, the spin-parity should be added after the name. These labels are thus
added in the same way as in the current naming schemes for mesons and baryons,
respectively. This information is omitted when it is not yet known.

8. For neutral T states with open flavour quantum numbers, the particle and antiparticle
are distinguished by the addition of an overline to the latter. The “particle” is
chosen to be that with the quark content specified in the subscript.4 Overlines are
never used for charged T states, as in the current scheme for mesons. P states with
baryon number +1 (�1) are always written without (with) an overline, as in the
current scheme for baryons.

9. For all hadrons the mass, in units of MeV/c2, should be added in parentheses, and
the charge superscript should be added where appropriate.

10. In practice it is anticipated that some labels will be omitted where they are considered
unnecessary.

5 Impact on discovered and hypothetical new states

The impact on various recently discovered hadrons is summarised in Table 5. As stated
previously, there is no change for any hadron with quantum numbers that are consistent

4The choice of which neutral meson is particle and which is antiparticle does not have any physical
significance, it is simply whether the symbol does not or does include an overline.
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Modified Scheme for  ?IJP(C)

becomes
Zc(3900)+ → π+J/ψ

Tb
ψ1(3900)+
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case i:  T states with zero S, C,  and B
(a) superscript for I, P,  and G
(b) subscript for J
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case ii:  T states with nonzero S, C, or B
(a) superscript for I and P
(b) subscript for J

case iii:  P states
(a) superscript for I
(b)  appended lastJP

becomes
Zcs(4000)+ → K+J/ψ

Tθ
ψs1(4000)+

becomes
Pc(4312)+ → pJ/ψ

PN
ψ (4312)+JP

Modified Scheme

(a) superscript for 
(b)  appended last

2I + 1
JP(C)

all cases: 

becomes
Zc(3900)+ → π+J/ψ

T3
ψ(3900)+1+−

becomes
Zcs(4000)+ → K+J/ψ

T2
ψs(4000)+1+

becomes
Pc(4312)+ → pJ/ψ

P2
ψ(4312)+JP

T/P 2I+1
quarks (mass)q JP(C)

4



Other Possibilities?

5

1.  Don’t include the  as part of the name?
  The  is specified in the header in the particle listings.   
  The mass label is (usually) enough to distinguish states.

2.  Replace the subscripts  and  in the quarks label with  and ?
  Avoids confusion with  and  quantum numbers.  
  Makes the connection between  and  more explicit.

3.  Move the superscript to the left of the base symbol?
   has a more natural pronunciation than . 
   It can also be more easily written in text.

JP(C)

⟹ JP(C)

⟹

ψ Υ cc̄ bb̄
⟹ ψ Υ
⟹ Tψ = Tc̄c Tcc

⟹ 3Tcc̄(3900) T3
cc̄(3900)

⟹



Summary of the Satellite Meeting

• Points of Consensus:   
 
*  We should use the LHCb naming scheme as (at least) a starting point 
for the PDG naming scheme. 
 
*  If we make modifications, they should be aimed at: 

• simplification
• understandability
• readability
• encodability …

• Next steps: 
 
*  Typeset different options within the listings to see how they look. 
 
*  Further discussions — if possible, reach a PDG consensus by March.

6
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A Table of Test Cases

(Adapted from Table 5 of the LHCb proposal.)

Table 5: Reproduced from the LHCb proposal with the modified name added.

Minimal quark Current I(G), JP (C) LHCb Proposed Modified name?
content name name

cc̄ �c1(3872) IG = 0+, JPC = 1++ �c1(3872) �c1(3872)
cc̄ud̄ Zc(3900)+ IG = 1+, JP = 1+ T b

 1(3900)
+ T 3

 (3900)
+1+�

cc̄ud̄ Zc(4100)+ IG = 1� T (4100)+ T 3
 (4100)

+

cc̄ud̄ Zc(4430)+ IG = 1+, JP = 1+ T b
 1(4430)

+ T 3
 (4430)

+1+�

cc̄us̄ Zcs(4000)+ I = 1
2 , J

P = 1+ T ✓ s1(4000)
+ T 2

 s(4000)
+1+

cc̄us̄ Zcs(4220)+ I = 1
2 , J

P = 1? T s1(4220)+ T 2
 s(4220)

+

cc̄cc̄ X(6900) IG = 0+, JPC =??+ T  (6900) T 1
  (6900)

csūd̄ X0(2900) JP = 0+ Tcs0(2900)0 Tcs(2900)00+

csūd̄ X1(2900) JP = 1� Tcs1(2900)0 Tcs(2900)01�

ccūd̄ Tcc(3875)+ Tcc(3875)+ Tcc(3875)+

bb̄ud̄ Zb(10610)+ IG = 1+, JP = 1+ T b
⌥1(10610)

+ T 3
⌥(10610)

+1+�

cc̄uud Pc(4312)+ I = 1
2 PN

 (4312)+ P 2
 (4312)

+

cc̄uds Pcs(4459)0 I = 0 P⇤
 s(4459)

0 P 1
 s(4459)

0

Table 6: Reproduced from the LHCb proposal with the modified name added.

Minimal quark Potential decay I(G), JP (C) LHCb Proposed Modified name
content channel name

bcūd̄ B�D⇤+ I = 0, JP = 1+ T f0
bc1 T 1

bc
01+

bc̄ūd B�D⇤� I = 1, JP = 1+ T a��
bc̄1 T̄ 3

b̄c
��1+

bbūd̄ B�⇡�D+, B̄0J/ K� I = 0, JP = 1+ T f�
bb1 T̄ 3

b̄b̄
�1+

cc̄bd̄ J/ B̄0 I = 1
2 , J

P = 1+ T ✓0 b1 T̄b̄ 
01+

cs̄ud̄ D+
s ⇡

+ I = 1, JP = 0+ T a++
cs̄0 T 3

cs̄
++0+

cs̄ūd D+
s ⇡

� I = 1, JP = 0+ T a0
cs̄0 T 3

cs̄
00+

bb̄uud ⌥p I = 1
2 PN+

⌥ P 2
⌥
+

bc̄uud B�
c p I = 1

2 PN�
bc̄ P 2

bc̄
�

būcds B�⌅0
c I = 1 P⌃�

bcs P 3
bcs

�

cd̄cus D+⌅+
c I = 1 P⌃++

ccs P 3
ccs

++

cc̄cud J/ ⇤+
c I = 0 P⇤+

 c P 1
c 

+

cc̄cus J/ ⌅+
c I = 1

2 PN+
 cs P+

c s

2
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